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fter more than a year of restoration
work, the classic habitat dioramas in the Hall of
North American Mammals, which reopens this fall,
seem more vibrant and realistic than ever.
Based on meticulous field observations, they re-create
real places and encounters with the natural world, from the
Grand Canyon company of cougars to the icy peaks of Denali.
But while the diorama scenes haven’t changed, decades of
scientific research and discovery are offering new insights into
the stories they tell.
In some instances, additional time in the field has given
scientists fresh ways of understanding the hall’s iconic scenes,
whose latest science stories are illuminated by new wall labels
that accompany the dioramas. These include the drama unfolding
in one of the largest dioramas. At first glance, it appears as if two
male moose battle in an Alaskan peat bog during the fall rut while a
female stands off to the side, waiting for a winner, her would-be mate.
New field research has revealed this scene isn’t so simple.
“For many years, we thought females were quite passive in these
encounters,” says Ross D.E. MacPhee, a curator in the Deparment
of Mammalogy who served as the supervising scientist on the
restoration. “But females may also exert a choice.”
The discovery appears in a study by a team of biologists who
traveled by ski and foot to observe these giant mammals for
over 500 hours in the Alaskan wilderness. They found that as
smaller male moose tried to woo, females objected with a “protest
moan” that could ignite male-male battles and tip the odds in
the females’ reproductive favor. “The females will emit a low
wailing sound, which garners the attention of other males in the
vicinity,” explains MacPhee. “It’s a signal that she’s not satisfied
with the suitors and that others may apply.” This type of indirect
female choice, also found among elephant seals and pronghorns,
is rarely documented in large mammals, where the focus
traditionally has been on clashing males.
Scientific frameworks that have emerged since the hall first
opened in 1942 also offer new lenses through which to consider
the dioramas’ carefully recorded scenes. One major shift has been
the rise of ecology: the view of habitats as interconnected, selfregulating systems. Naturalists including Charles Darwin had
recognized closely woven relationships in nature for centuries,
but ecology became a dominant paradigm for studying nature
only in the mid-20th century.
This discipline adds another dimension to the Alaska brown
bear diorama, in which two giant bears lumber toward a salmon
after scaring off the original predator, an otter who scowls in
disappointment. Ecology reveals yet another important salmon
story in this scene. These bears and salmon sit at the helm of the
hall much as they do in their native ecosystems. Together, they
are commonly identified as “keystone species,” organisms that
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have a disproportionately large effect on the surrounding habitat:
take the top out, and like a stone archway, the whole thing falls apart.
On the West Coast, bears bolster the biomass of forests by
consuming sockeye salmon that swim upriver each year. Salmon
tissue is rich with nitrogen, which the fish bring from the ocean
back to the freshwater rivers where they were born before
spawning and dying. As bears scatter salmon carcasses and their
own nutrient-rich scat through nearby forests, that nitrogen
enters the soil and boosts trees’ growth. The more nitrogen in the
tree leaves, the more those leaves enrich the streams they fall into,
providing habitat for the next generation of salmon—and then the
whole cycle starts anew.
While ecology offers another way to consider some of the
scenes in the hall, changes wrought by the genetic revolution
have been more radical. Alaska brown bears, DNA analyses
confirm, are not a distinct species from grizzly bears, which are
featured in the hall in a nearby diorama that shows a mother and
cubs searching a log for grubs.
In one of the hall’s corridors, two wolves run through the
midnight snow while two coyotes howl in the Yosemite sun just a
few feet away. Both belong to the genus Canis, and new research
is revealing that the adjacency of the dioramas is appropriate for
another reason. Through sequencing the mitochondrial DNA of
686 coyotes, a team of scientists recently found that many coyotes
in the eastern United States are actually part wolf.
By tracing which genes in a given DNA sample belong to each
wild canine, researchers were finally able to understand why
northeastern coyotes are larger than those in the West. Nearly a
century ago, coyotes mated with wolves in the Great Lakes region
and produced fertile offspring. These hybrids, larger than coyotes
but smaller than wolves, then migrated east through Canada. They
could hunt deer and colonize more effectively than a second front
of coyotes—all non-wolf—that arrived east via Ohio. “In the 1950s,
researchers knew eastern coyotes looked different and thought
they were hybrids, but there was no way to evaluate that by
looking at skull measurements,” says Roland Kays, a professor at
North Carolina State University who conducted the research and
advised on the development of the hall’s new wall panels. “DNA
sequencing allows us to show they were right.” (And, it shows that
eastern coyotes are part domestic dog, too.)
DNA sequencing continues to challenge the notion of “species”
as distinct units in nature, complicating the understanding
of what a species really is. “The idea is a human-made concept
that doesn’t necessarily fit the variation in nature,” says Kays.
“The lines are not always black and white.”
Given how new observations and frameworks have enriched—
and at times overturned—the understanding of these scenes since
1942, imagine what stories the dioramas will be telling 70 years
from now.
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